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Abstract
The simulation of complex processes in engineering solids involving coupled mechanical and
non-mechanical elds represents a challenge to physicists, mathematicians, and engineers.
Both, the formulation of such models and their numerical implementation involve a great number
of difculties. Electromagnetic forming is one example of such a process, whose modelling and
simulation requires a coupled electromagnetic-thermomechanical model. The purpose of this
contribution is to discuss some key issues associated with the modelling and simulation of elec-
tromagnetic metal forming (EF) and the corresponding development of a nite-element-based
simulation tool for EF. In particular, the modelling is based on a thermodynamically-consistent
electromagnetic-thermoelastoviscoplastic material and eld model in which the energy and mo-
mentum balance are coupled to the quasi-static form of Maxwell’s equations via the electromo-
tive intensity and Lorentz force, respectively. On the algorithmic side, questions like the choice
of meshes, the element formulation, the numerical treatment of nonlinearities, possible model
simplications, different discretisation strategies, realisation of the non-linear coupling etc. are
discussed for the presented software solution. Such issues are investigated with the help of
benchmark simulations that have been developed for this purpose. Finally, as an example of an
application of the developed software tool, a computeraidedmanufacturing (CAM) problem is
considered. Here, the size of the tool coil and the peak value of the current in the tool coil cir-
cuit are optimised in order to achieve the prescribed work-piece form within the given tolerance.
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1 Introduction
Electromagnetic metal forming (EF) is a high-speed forming process achieving strain rates of
ϕv ≥ 103 1/s. In this method, a strong pulsed magnetic field is generated in the tool coil adja-
cent to an electrically-conducting work-piece to be formed. The interaction of the induced eddy
currents in the work-piece with the magnetic field generates a Lorentz (body) force in the work-
piece resulting in its deformation. The entire resulting highly dynamical forming process lasts
on the order of 100-300 µs. EF represents an effective forming method for metals with good
electrical conductivity like aluminum or copper. Compared to other forming methods, it offers
advantages such as an increase in formability for certain kinds of materials, reduction in wrin-
kling, the ability to combine forming and assembly operations, reduced tool-making costs, etc..
Nevertheless, EF, is not yet sufficiently well understood to be routinely used as industrial form-
ing process. In particular, further investigation of the strong dependence of the forming process
on the details of the interaction between the transient magnetic field and evolving shape of the
work-piece is needed, representing one purpose of the current work.
Beyond physically-reasonable models, such investigations require the availability and
use of a reliable simulation tool for coupled multifield problems. The introduction of high-speed
computers in the late 80’s enabled the first numerical simulation of EF including the deforma-
tion of the work-piece. In contrast to Goudin [1, 2], the interaction between the magnetic field
and the shape of the work-piece is considered in Takata [3]. In his approach, the influence
of the change of shape of the work-piece during the electromagnetic forming process on the
magnetic field, and the force it exerts on the work-piece are therefore modelled correctly. Fen-
ton and Daehn [4] used the computer-code CALE [5] to simulate electromagnetic forming with
complete magnetomechanical coupling numerically. Further, Beerwald et al. [6, 7] have used
the commercial program MARC [8] to simulate electromagnetic forming processes. Recently,
electromagnetic sheet metal forming has been investigated by Badelt et al. [9] and Beerwald
et al. [10], respectively. In Beerwald et al. [10], both, a time harmonic simulation of the electro-
magnetic field using the finite-element programme FEMM [11] and a transient simulation using
the finite-element programme EMAS [12] were combined with the simulation of the sheet metal
deformation using the finte-element programme MARC [8]. Although viable, the black-box na-
ture of these programmes as well as the required interfacing of these “by hand” to carry out the
complete simulation is not terribly efficient nor sufficiently flexible to be able to incorporate new
models and numerical methods needed to improve the realism, efficiency, and robustness of
the numerical simulation. To this end, as well as in order to combine all aspects of the modelling
and simulation of EF into one integrated, unified software environment, the finite element code
SOFAR (Small Object orientated Finite-element-library for Application and Research) (SOFAR:
[13]) has been applied and developed by a research group (FOR 443) in Dortmund, funded by
the German Research Foundation (DFG). The underlying thermodynamically-consistent elec-
tromagnetic thermoinelastic multifield model has been developed in [14, 15]. The correspond-
ing algorithmic formulation and efficient numerical implementation has been carried out and
discussed in [16]. In work in progress, a number of benchmark simulations, such as those
reported on in [17], are being systematically carried out in order to test the efficiency and nu-
merical robustness of the new SOFAR-based simulation tools.
The purpose of the current work is to outline and discuss various issues involved in the
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development and use of SOFAR as a tool for the simulation of EF. From the modelling point of
view, SOFAR is used in particular for model identification and validation in the context of com-
parison with experimental results [9, 10]. On the algorithmic side, several different approaches
have been tested and validated (see section 3). Moreover, the applicability of SOFAR to the
simulation of optimisation and design problems is currently being investigated. As an exam-
ple of this, the peak value of the current in the tool coil circuit is optimised in such a way that
electromagnetically-formed sheet metal achieves a prescribed form within a given tolerance.
The corresponding optimisation is based on a numerical method from [18] which converges
for a wide class of objective functions. Moreover, no derivatives have to be computed. Such
possibilities represent first steps in the development of computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM)
methods based on SOFAR.
2 Coupled Model for Conducting, Thermoelastoviscoplastic Metals
The multifield material model used in the current work is derived from a general continuum
thermodynamic approach [15] to the formulation of models for electromagnetic thermoinelastic
solids. In particular, this model applies to the case in which a strong magnetic field induces
electric currents in thermoelastoviscoplastic electric conductors and so a Lorentz force resulting
in their deformation. This is the basic idea underlying the method of electromagnetic metal
forming. Now, for all structural problems of interest, the frequencies of relevance (i.e., less than
10 MHz) correspond to electromagnetic wavelengths which are much larger than the structures
of interest. As such, the wave character of the electromagnetic fields is insignificant and can be
neglected for such structural problems. This represents the so-called quasistatic approximation
[19, §2.2 and §8.2]. In this case, it is shown in [15] that Maxwell’s relations together with Ohm’s
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for the usual vector a and the scalar χ potentials with respect to a spatial region R containing





represent test fields vanishing on those parts of the boundary ∂R of R where
a and χ are specified.




EM represents the magnetic diffusivity, σEM the electrical conduc-
tivity, and µEM the magnetic permeability. In addition, v represents the spatial velocity of the
work-piece or tool coil, f˙ : = ∂f + ∇f · v the material time derivative, D : = sym(L) the de-
formation rate, and L : = ∇v the velocity gradient. Further,
∗
a : = a˙ + LTa = ∂a + (∇a)v + LTa
represents the objective time-derivative of a. On the timescale τExp ∼ 10−4 s relevant to pro-
cesses such as electromagnetic metal forming, the typical order of magnitude κEM ∼ 10−1
m2 s−1 for the magnetic diffusivity of metals implies that “significant” magnetic diffusion takes
*The volume dv and surface da elements are dispensed with in the corresponding integrands in this work for
notational simplicity.
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place over lengthscales of
√
κEM τExp ∼ 10 cm. Since this is significantly larger than the small-
est dimension of the engineering structures of interest (e.g., sheet metal thickness ∼ 1 mm),
magnetic diffusion will be important in the applications to be discussed below.
Restricting attention to the case of axisymmetry, note that the above field equation for
the vector potential a reduces to a scalar equation for the azimutal component aϕ of a and a
Laplace equation ∆χ = 0 for the scalar potential χ. Indeed, since the flux density is constant
in azimuthal direction, the vector potential is always perpendicular to the rz–plane, where r de-
notes the radial component and z the axial. In particular, this implies that the Coulomb gauge
condition div a = 0 is always fulfilled, and thus the equations for a and χ decouple. In this
case, standard nodal finite elements can be utilised. For three-dimensional problems, however,
special elements are required which can deal with jump discontinuities in the vector potential
field a (e.g., [27, 28, 29]).
As discussed in [15], to a good first approximation, adiabatic conditions pertain during
electromagnetic forming. In this case, the energy balance reduces to the evolution relation
θ˙ = %−1c−1(ω + σEM · ) (2)
for the temperature, where % represents the mass density, c the specific heat, ω the mechanical
rate of heating, and  the electromotive intensity. In the adiabatic approximation, then, the
temperature becomes homogeneous and can be treated formally as an internal variable (see
below). As such, the deformation ξ is the only thermomechanical field. The weak balance
relation for momentum is given by∫
Br
{%r ξ¨ − det(F )σEM  × curl a} · ξ∗ + K · ∇ξ∗ =
∫
∂Bc
tc · ξ∗ (3)
with respect to the reference Br ⊂ R configuration of the work-piece or tool coil for all corre-
sponding test fields ξ
∗
vanishing on those parts of the boundary ∂Bc of the current configuration
∂Bc ⊂ R where ξ is specified. Here, %r represents the referential mass density, F : = ∇ξ the
deformation gradient, K the Kirchhoff stress, and tc the current traction vector. Note that the
second term in (3) represents the Lorentz force.
Lastly, the model relations are completed by the material model. Perhaps the simplest
model relevant to the case of electromagnetic forming in this regard is thermoelastoviscoplas-
ticity with isotropic hardening. The relevant internal variables are then the elastic left Cauchy-
Green deformation BE and the accumulated inelastic strain P. On this basis, the thermody-
namic formulation being pursued here ([15]) is based on specific model relations for the ref-
erential free energy density ψ as well as on the evolution relations for the internal variables.
In particular, assuming for simplicity that the elastic behaviour is not affected by inelastic pro-
cesses such as damage (e.g., [24]), the split*
ψ(θ,BE, P) = ψE(θ,BE) + ψP(θ, P) (4)
of the free energy into thermoelastic and inelastic parts is justified. Assuming further for sim-
plicity that the specific heat capacity c is constant, (e.g., [22]), the form
ψP(θ, P) = εP(P)− θ ηP(P) (5)
*In the current activation/transition-state context, the temperature dependence of the dynamic flow stress is
contained in the inelastic potential; see (9) below.
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for the inelastic part ψP of ψ is obtained. Here, εP represents the stored energy and ηP the




2 − 12 (3λr + 2µr)αr(θ − θr) ln JBE +
1
2 µr(IBE − 3− ln JBE)
+ %rcr [θ − θr − θ ln(θ/θr)]
(6)
for the referential free energy density pertains, where λr and µr represent Lame´’s constants,
and θr a reference temperature. As for the inelastic part ψP, this is determined empirically with
the help of experimental data, as discussed in the next section (see also [22]). Consider next the
evolution of the internal variables and the inelastic behaviour. In the metallic polycrystalline ma-
terials of interest at low-to-moderate homologous temperature, inelastic deformation processes
are controlled predominantly by the activation of dislocation glide on glide systems (e.g., [23]),
even at higher strain-rates. As such, higher homologous temperatures are required for other
mechanisms such as dislocation climb or even dynamic recrystallisation to activate. Resistance
to dislocation glide arises due to extended obstacles generating longer-range stress fields re-
lated in the phenomenological context to hardening behaviour. In addition, such resistance is
caused by short-range local obstacles which can be overcome by thermal fluctuation under
the action of the local effective stress, represented in the current phenomenological context by
|dev(K )| + ςP, where
−ςP : = ψ, P = −θ%rηP, P (7)
represents the static contribution to the flow stress (in shear). On this basis,
fP(θ, P,D,K , ςP) : =
|dev(K )| + ςP
σP(θ, P,D)
(8)
represents an activation function or non-dimensional overstress in the current rate-dependent
context. Here, σP represents the dynamic drag contribution to the effective flow stress in the
system. On this basis, a power-law approximation of the more exact transition-state-based
micromechanical relations for the kinetics of dislocation glide (e.g., [23]) leads to the power-law
form
φ(θ, P,D,K , ςP) =
γP(θ, P,D)σP(θ, P,D)
mP(θ, P,D) + 1
〈fP(θ, P,D,K , ςP)〉
mP(θ,P,D)+1 (9)
upon which the evolution of the internal variables is based. Here, γP represents a characteristic
strain-rate, 〈x〉 : = 12 (x + |x|) the MaCauley bracket, and mP the strain-rate exponent. Since |x|
is a convex function of x, note that 〈x〉 is as well. In contrast to the general form, (9) has been
assumed explicitly independent of BE in this simple case. More generally, e.g.for the case of
deformation-induced anisotropic flow behaviour, this is no longer so (e.g.[24, 25, 26]). From
(9), we have the specific forms
∗
BE = −2 sym(φ, K BE) = −2 sgn(dev(K )) BE $P (K 6= 0) ,
˙P = φ, ςP = γP 〈fP〉
mP (fP > 0) ,
(10)
for the evolution of the internal variables. In the current adiabatic context, the temperature
θ is also treated formally as such a variable with evolution relation (2). Now, for the case
of incompressible material behaviour, we assume that the isotropic forms of the viscoplastic
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parameters γP, σP and mP are independent of the trace I ·D of the rate of deformation. In this
case, the thermoelastic form
K = 2ψ, BEBE (11)
for the Kirchhoff stress holds. In addition,
ωr = γP (σPfP − θ%rηP, P)〈fP〉
mP − (3λr + 2µr)αr θ
˙ln det(F ) (12)
then follows for the referential form of the mechanical heating rate. As indicated, φ is differen-
tiable in ςP everywhere except at fP = 0, and in K everywhere except at fP = 0 and at K = 0.
The corresponding subdifferentials exist everywhere. In the context of these forms for the evo-
lution of the internal variables, the constraint γP(θ, P,0) = 0 on the constitutive form of γP follows
in thermodynamic equilibrium.
This completes the basic model formulation. Its reduction to the case of small elastic
strain, algorithmic formulation and numerical implementation in SOFAR have been carried out
in [16]. Aspects of this are discussed in the next section.
3 Algorithmic Implementation of the Coupled Simulations in SOFAR
The idea behind the software environment SOFAR is to reduce the development time for finite-
element-based algorithms and simulation by object orientation. Hence, the interface to the
developer is implemented in JAVA. On the other hand, time critical jobs like basic linear algebra
(BLAS-) operations are implemented in fast native C and FORTRAN code, respectively, that
can be called from JAVA routines. The programing concept of SOFAR allows easy handel-
ing of unstructured meshes. Such meshes are typical for adaptive refinement and remeshing
strategies. In particular, SOFAR administrates geometric singularities as hanging nodes. The
assembly of the corresponding stiffness matrices is done automatically. Moreover, SOFAR
allows access to any geometric substructure of a particular element. This means edges or
faces can be addressed at any time. The latter makes it easy to implement edge elements for
instance which avoid the typical problems nodal elements exhibit in 3D electromagnetic field
computation [27, 28]. Moreover, effective algorithms like multigrid solver or error estimators
are available. SOFAR can easily be extended by external routines (written in C or FORTRAN)
due to a user interface. This user interface was applied for the implementation of the above
described coupled model. Its availability in SOFAR enables the implementation and use of var-
ious custom-tailored element formulations based on modern numerical methods.
Due to the vastly different timescales associated with changes in the electromagnetic and
thermomechanical fields, the corresponding field relations are solved on separate finite-element
meshes via a staggered solution algorithm. In particular, the electromagnetic field relations are
solved on a fixed Eulerian mesh discretising the region of space containing the work-piece
and tool coil. On the other hand, the momentum and energy balances for the work-piece are
solved on a Lagrangian mesh using an implicit element formulation for the thermomechanical
model discussed in the last section which is embedded into SOFAR via a user-element inter-
face. Information concerning the evolving Lorentz force, electromotive power, and changing
work-piece geometry are mapped back and forth between the two meshes during the solution
procedure with the help of transfer operators. SOFAR provides an object oriented concept for
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the necessary bookkeeping of element data and provides the input data to the user element.
Moreover, the assembly of the stiffness matrix for the Newton iteration on structural level is
performed by SOFAR. Use of this staggered scheme increases the stability of the simulation
and reduces numerical efforts, as global remeshing is not necessary. However, adaptive local
refinement in any time step seems reasonable to attain a maximal precision by a given numer-
ical effort. In particular, the boundaries between different eddy current regions should be finely
resolved, since |∇a| takes on large values there. A disadvantage of the fixed mesh for the
electromagnetic fields is the necessity to consider the convective term v×curl a explicitly in the
weak form of the field equations, where v denotes the velocity field of the structure. In case
of a moving mesh, this term can be implicitely considered by replacing the time derivative of a
by its complete differential [29]. But this drawback is compensated by the aforementioned ad-
vantages, particularly since the corresponding Pe´clet-number is small such that the influence
of the convective term does not affect the stability of the method.
The time integration of the electromagnetic field relations was carried out using the gen-
eralized trapezoidal rule, and that of the momentum balance using Newmark’s method. Using
these methods, choice of the optimal parameter values provided an accuracy of O(∆t2), where
∆t denotes the size of the time step. At the beginning of, as well as at several instances during
the numerical solution, the parameter values of the trapezoidal rule are modified in order to
avoid unphysical oscillations of the time derivative of the vector potential a. In particular, such
oscillations occur at the beginning of the simulation due to the switching on of the input current.
Consider next the staggered solution scheme. At the start, the magnetic field distribu-
tion is calculated with respect to the position and velocity of the structure in the nth time step.
Then, the new position of the structure is determined such that a balance between inner and
outer forces arises. Benchmark simulations have shown that this algorithm can be improved
by adding an additional iteration loop. To ensure that the computed momentum balance of
the structure in the (n + 1)st time step represents a balance between the Lorentz forces in the
(n + 1)st time step and the inner forces of the structure at this instant, the following scheme is
applied. Let all values having index n be variables of the nth time step. Then, the update for
the (n + 1)st time step takes the following form:
1. A predictor value a(n+1)1 for the vector potential and for its time derivative in the (n + 1)st
step is computed according to the measured amperage in the tool coil at time t(n+1) and
the kinematic state of the work-piece that it attained when the momentum balance was
reached in the nth time step. For this, the assembly routine of the magnetic mesh checks
wether a certain point lies in the work-piece or not. The values for conductivity and for the
velocity of the structur (for the convective term v × curl a) are chosen respectively.
2. The stiffness matrix and load vector in the work-piece mesh are assembled. For this, the
nodal values for the current Lorentz force density










3. The assembled equation in the work-piece mesh is solved. The computed deformations
are added to the vertex positions of the work-piece mesh. It is checked whether the
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residual force associated with the resulting state of deformation is zero in the scope of
the desired accuracy. If the latter is false another step of the Newton-Raphson iteration
has to be performed with the altered position of the work-piece. Otherwise, the vector
potential a(n+1)2 is computed according to the new kinematic state of the structure. If it
does not deviate from a(n+1)1 within the scope of accuracy the next time step is started.
Otherwise, the equilibrium position of the structure with respect to outer forces resulting
from a(n+1)2 and its time derivative is determined.
4. A series of vector potentials a(n+1)k and corresponding equilibrium positions of the me-
chanical structure is computed, until a(n+1)k+1 = a
(n+1)
k within the scope of accuracy. Then, a
new time step is started.
4 Applications
In this section, the model implementation into SOFAR as discussed in the last two sections is
applied to the case of sheet metal forming. Here, the work-piece consists of the aluminum alloy
AC120. For this material, the semi-empirical form
−ηP(P) = σF0 P + c1 (P + c2)
c3 + c4 ln(1 + c5 P) (13)
was assumed for the inelastic specific entropy ψP(P) due to energy storage in the material
resulting from quasi-static isotropic hardening. In particular, the room-temperature data of [7]
for AC120 yielded σF0 = 116.0 MPa, c1 = −12.39 MPa, c2 = 0.001, c3 = 0.0697, c4 = 80.31
MPa and c5 = 36.59. Since experimental identification of the remaining dynamic viscoplastic
parameters σP, γP and mP represents work in progress, the values σPr = 90 MPa, γPr = 200000
s−1 and mPr = 5 have been estimated for aluminum from the literature (e.g.[30]) in the high
strain-rate regime (i.e.|D| > 103 s−1). As indicated by the results of the last section, generally
speaking, these are all a function of temperature, accumulated inelastic strain, and strain rate.
Indeed, in the conventional forming regime (i.e., 10−1 s−1 < |D| < 103 s−1), one may estimate
σP = 100 MPa, γPr = 6500 s−1 and mPr = 4 in a similar fashion. Remaining parameter values
assumed at θr = 298 K include λr = 39404 MPa, µr = 26269 MPa, αr = 2.2 × 10−5 K−1,




















Figure 1: Geometry of work-piece, die and tool coil for the sheet metal case.
The simulated magnetic field development resulting in a Lorentz force in the sheet metal plate
driving the forming process is shown in Figure 2. In particular, the distribution of the radial
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component of the magnetic flux at 20 (above) and 80 µs (below) during forming is shown. As
can be seen, after 80 µs the intensity of the magnetic flux, and so the Lorentz force has decayed
significantly such that further plate deformation is driven by inertial forces alone. The forming
stages corresponding to the magnetic field development in Figure 2 are displayed in Figure 3
along with the development of the accumulated inelastic deformation. At the beginning of the
process, the center of the plate remains at rest. On the other hand, at r = 21 mm the plate
experiences high Lorentz forces and begins to accelerate. In later stages, the center of the
plate is then pulled along by the rest of the plate and accelerated via predominantly inertial
forces, resulting in the cap-shaped structure at the end of the process. This is mirrored by the
evolution of the accumulated inelastic strain P which is maximal at the top of the cap.
Figure 2: Radial (i.e.horizontal) component of the magnetic ux b at 20 µs (left) and 80 µs
(right). Values shown are given in Tesla. Sheet metal plate and magnetic tool coil are also
shown (in red).
Figure 3: Sheet metal prole and accumulated inelastic strain P at various stages during
the forming process. For comparison, corresponding experimentally-determined sheet metal
heights for the nal prole are shown (+).
Comparison of the simulated and experimentally-determined sheet metal profiles in Figure 3
imply that the current simulation underestimates the amount of forming slightly. Since the
corresponding elastoplastic simulation from [17] agrees exactly with the experimental heights,
this discrepancy would seem to be due more to the simulation of the Lorentz force than that
due to the inaccuracy of the dynamic viscoplastic parameters σP, γP and, mP. As mentioned
above, their determination represents work in progress.
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5 Use of SOFAR in Computer-Aided Design Problems
A major application of the above described simulation tool is the solution of different types of
optimisation problems. On one hand, the identification of material parameters requires the so-
lution of such problems, where the objective function to be minimised measures the deviation
of the simulation result to experimental data. The problem consists of finding those parameter
values that minimise the objective function. On the other hand, process parameters are to be
identified. Here, the objective function represents the deviation of the simulation result from a
desired output of the process. Thus, the method is applied to design an optimised process.
Such problems are called computer aided manufacturing problems (CAM).
For a reliable and effective performance of these optimisation problems an efficient math-
ematical method is necessary. An adequate choice depends on details of the regarded prob-
lem. Recently, Becker and Vexler developed a mathematical theory for the error estimation for
parameter identification processes that are based on Newton’s method [31].
Although the free forming of aluminum offers only limited freedom to produce a desired
shape, we will regard the following academic problem as a test for the implemented algo-
rithm. The forming process described in the preceding section is regarded (see Figure 1). It
is parametrised by two quantities. The first of these is the radius R of the tool coil, and the
second is the maximum value I of the current in the circuit of the tool coil. We assume that the
shape of the current curve can be held constant by the power supply, indepent of its peak value
and of the size of the tool coil (which is of course another academic assumption). Next, a finite
number n of radii 0 ≤ r1 < . . . < rn is chosen and n values y1, . . . , yn representing the height of
the deformed work-piece at these radii are prescribed. We are now interested in finding those
parameter values that minimise




where h(r) describes the height of the deformed work piece at the radius r. As optimisation
algorithm the Nelder-Mead simplex search is taken [18]. It is a direct search method that does
not require gradients or other derivative information. At each step of the search a new point in
or near the current simplex is generated according to a simple algorithm. The function value at
the new point is compared with the function’s values at the vertices of the simplex and, usually,
one of the vertices is replaced by the new point, giving a new simplex. If a certain point x has
been maintained as simplex vertex during a specified number of steps, the simplex is shrinked
by a certain scaling factor such that x remains a vertex of the smaller simplex. These steps are
repeated until the diameter of the simplex is less than the specified tolerance.
6 Conclusions
A multifield model for coupled electromagnetic thermomechanical composite systems has been
implemented in the object oriented finite-element software environment SOFAR. The corre-
sponding simulation tool has been applied to the case of electromagnetic sheet metal forming
and used for parameter identification as well as process optimisation. The particular algorith-
mic implementation utilised in SOFAR has been developed with the help of a set of benchmark
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tests applied to different cases of EF. The unification of coupled multifield simulation problems
such as EF in a single software environment like SOFAR makes it possible to achieve more
reliable, numerically-efficient and robust simulations which take advantage of the most recent
advances in element technology and numerical methods, something of crucial importance to
further development and improvement of such simulations.
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